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Comments on Water Supply and Water Quality modelling in the RDEIR/SDEIS

The RDEIR/SDEIS does not use the best available science in modelling of water supply and
water quality, and there are some significant omissions in the analysis.
There have been significant advances in the understanding of climate change since the initial
modelling for the BDCP / California Water Fix conveyance project from 2010-2012. These
advances have been driven by data collected during recent, dramatic phenomenon, including
the accelerated melting of ice sheets in the west Antarctic and Greenland and severe,
prolonged droughts in the Southwest, Midwest, and California. Recent temperature deviations
also make the lower sensitivity Global Climate Models, which predict less than 3 degrees of
warming with a doubling of C02, appear increasingly unlikely.
There has been an accumulation of recent data and recent studies which points towards a much
hotter, drier future, with potentially much greater increases in sea level rise. The most recent
scientific literature and modelling points toward major risks to water supply and water quality in
the Delta, which the proposed project will only partly address.
The RDEIR/SDEIS could have used this new information to get better understanding of the
potential climate change impacts to hydrology in the Delta and its tributaries, and to sea levels
in the Delta and San Francisco Bay. Incorporating this new information is essential to
evaluating how the proposed project would be effective or fail in mitigating the effects of climate
change. Instead, DWR has continued to use flawed estimates from the Draft EIR/EIS that
show little change in either mean runoff or sea levels.
The RDEIR/SDEIS continues to assert that the new conveyance project will mitigate risks to
water supply from climate change, but without defining the expected lifetime of the project. In
the case of a $17 billion water supply project, the expected design lifetime is at least 50-100
years. The simple fact is that the project could easily fail to meet the objective of mitigating
sea level rise within 50 years, and in the near term, of increasing water supply reliability.
The limitations to the proposed projected should have been more clearly analyzed and
disclosed in the RDEIR/SDEIS.

Sea Level Rise
In the 2009 Delta Reform Act, the legislature mandated that the Bay Delta Conservation
Plan
“… shall not be considered for incorporation into the Delta Plan, unless it does all of the
following... including a comprehensive review and analysis of...
….(C) The potential effects of climate change, possible sea level rise up to 55 inches,
and possible changes in total precipitation and runoff patterns on the conveyance
alternatives and habitat restoration activities considered in the environmental impact report.
The analysis in the RDEIR fails to meet the plain meaning of the statute with respect to the
conveyance alternatives, in that it fails to provide a comprehensive review and analysis of
potential effects of sea level rise up to 55 inches (1.4 meters) on the proposed conveyance.
Instead, it uses values of 15 cm (6 inches) in the “Early Long Term” and 45 cm (18 inches) in
the “Late Long Term” as input to all of the modelling. This input value was selected by DWR in
previous modelling as the “most likely” values for these periods.
Estimates of sea level rise were an area of significant scientific uncertainty when DWR first did
sensitivity studies for BDCP. At that time, there was significant uncertainty about potential
contributions from melting of the polar ice sheets. But recent observations have shown that
the rate of mass loss in the ice sheets in the west Antarctica and Greenland has been
accelerating significantly. In December 2014, the American Geophysical Union accepted a
paper by Tyler Sutterly and colleagues at UC Irvine and NASA JPL which found that the melt
rate of glaciers in the Amundsen Sea Embayment in West Antarctica had tripled in the last
decade.1 The analysis was comprehensive and authoritative, evaluating and reconciling data
from 4 different measurement techniques over 21 years.
For the National Climate Assessment in 2012, the Climate Change Program Office of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA) used empirical estimates of the rate of
acceleration of ice sheet melting to derive potential values of sea level rise as high as 2 meters
(6.6 feet or 79 inches) by 2100.2 NOAA recommended that the highest levels be used where
there is little tolerance for risk, such as in a new infrastructure process. Unfortunately, the
highest estimate of sea level rise estimated by DWR’s modelling for the Draft EIR/EIS was
about 94 cm (3.1 feet or 37 inches) by 2100, about 50% of NOAA’s 2012 empirical estimate.
DWR’s 95% confidence projection of 3.9 feet or 46 inches by 2100 was about 60% of NOAA’s
empirical estimate. These values were used to derive the estimate of 15 cm (0.5 ft or 6
inches) of sea level rise by 2025, and 45 cm (1.5 ft or 18 inches) by 2060 used in the
RDEIR/SDEIS.
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Unfortunately, NOAA’s empirical estimate of 2 meters of sea level rise by 2100 is consistent not
only with recent observations, but also with a recent study by James Hansen and 16 colleagues,
published in 2015.3 The authors looked at melting in the last interglacial period warmer than
the current period, when temperatures were less than one degree C greater than the current
period, and sea levels rose an estimated 3-5 meters. They used inferences from this period to
construct models of nonlinear disintegration of the polar ice sheets in the Antarctic and
Greenland. The models imply that the rate of ice sheet melting could double every 10, 20, or
40 years, with a corresponding rise in sea level of several meters within 50, 100, or 200 years.
The authors conclude that recent ice sheet melt rates have a doubling time near the lower end
of the range, meaning that we could see sea level rise of several meters within 50-100 years.
Sea level has a major effect on electrical conductivity in the Delta, and on associated levels of
chloride and bromide. Sea level significantly affects water quality, both at the export pumps
and in the Delta. The UNTRIM analysis in the Draft BDCP EIR/DEIS showing that EC rose
linearly with sea level rise was relatively uninformative, since it did not indicate when levels of
concern to agricultural users and urban water treatment plants would be reached. There was
a better analysis in a 2008 study by Lund and Hanak et. al., who evaluated the effects of 1 foot
and 3 feet of sea level rise on electrical conductivity in the Delta.4 The graphs show electrical
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conductivity rising above current limits at both Clifton Court and Contra Costa Water District
from 60 to 80% of the time from October through December.
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The RDEIR/SDEIS modelling shows that the proposed tunnels work well at providing continued
high levels of exports without increased electrical conductivity or bromides at levels of sea rise
of 45 cm (18 inches), which is expected to be reached by 2060. However, increasing outflows
would be necessary to repel salinity as sea levels increase, reducing exports. However, the
NOAA highest sea level rise scenario estimated that sea level rise by 2060 would be about 84
cm (33 inches.) The above EC graphs show that the “dual conveyance” option of switching
between the North Delta and South Delta intakes would become increasingly infeasible at 3 feet
of sea level rise.
The RDEIR does not provide modelling of the yield of the North Delta intakes when used as an
isolated conveyance, which would become necessary during the latter half of the century under
the highest sea level rise scenarios. It is likely that water exports would be reduced
significantly if the South Delta intakes were severely impacted by salinity.
At some point,
salinity intrusion would be such that even the North Delta intakes would be affected during
droughts and high tides. Modelling of salinity intrusion by the Army Corps of Engineers at 1.68
meters (5.5 feet) gives some idea of the maximum extent of salinity intrusion.5 The intrusion
would be greater if there were significant diversions of the Sacramento River during times of low
flow and high tide.
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The RDEIR/SDEIS does significant disservice to water agencies in not evaluating or discussing
the finite lifetime of the proposed conveyance project as a solution to sea level rise. In
particular, there may be significant risks to urban water agencies in relying on the project as
water supply for new housing and industrial infrastructure. The RDEIR should have included
modelling so that water agencies could evaluate and compare the $17 billion project with
alternatives which are not as vulnerable to continuing effects of sea level rise. Agricultural
users that would be planting salt-sensitive permanent crops such as almonds, based on the
projected water supply would also be affected.
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Levee Failure
The RDEIR/SDEIS states that the proposed conveyance will help protect the export water
supply against levee failure. However, there is no modelling of the operation of the
conveyance in the event of levee failure.
Previous modelling for the Delta Risk Management
Study and by Lund and Hanak et. al. showed that there would be significant salinity intrusion in
the event of failure of western levees, or failure of multiple islands in the Central Delta, even
without sea level rise. The graphs of changes in EC from Lund and Hanak et. al. are shown on
the next page.
It is clear that levee failure would significantly change hydrodynamics in the Delta, providing
deeper channels and greater transport of salt water deep into the estuary. In the case of
levee failure due to high sea level rise, the effects would be additive with the effects of sea level
rise. In the event of major and irreversible salinity intrusion, the South Delta intakes could be
permanently affected, and the yield of the conveyance could be significantly reduced. Yet this
possibility is not even discussed in the RDEIR.
One of the original justifications for habitat restoration in the Delta was the planned acquisition
and flooding of the most vulnerable islands as sea levels rose. This plan has clearly been
abandoned, and there remains insufficient funding to repair and upgrade levees in the Delta. In
the highest sea level rise scenario, this essentially assures a sequence of unplanned levee
failures, as the weakest levees fail and put stress on adjacent islands.
The failure of the RDEIR/SDEIS to do any modelling of the effects of high sea level rise and
multiple levee failure on operations of the conveyance and on water supply is a major and
serious flaw in the analysis of a $17 billion project. Since one of the core purposes of the
project is mitigation of risk to water supply from these two scenarios, the RDEIR / SDEIS fails
severely in this respect.
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Changes to runoff
The modelling for the RDEIR/DEIS uses the Q5, or Central Tendency runoff projections for
inputs to all hydrological modelling. The Central Tendency scenario considers the ensemble
of all 112 Global Climate Models / Greenhouse Gas Emissions Scenarios as equally likely, and
computes the Central Tendency estimate after pruning.
The problem is that the recent research shows that the Global climate Change Models (GCMs)
with lower sensitivity, that is, reduced temperature increases for a given increase in C02
emissions, are increasingly unlikely. A recent study by Sherwood, Bony, and Dufresne 6 found
that
… The mixing inferred from observations appears to be sufficiently strong to imply a
climate sensitivity of more than 3 degrees for a doubling of carbon dioxide. This is
significantly higher than the currently accepted lower bound of 1.5 degrees, thereby
constraining model projections towards relatively severe future warming.
Similar results were found in a 2012 study by Fausilio and Treberth, which compared current
observations of May through August relative humidity with model projections.7
This means that a significant number of the GCMs in the 112 model ensemble used by DWR in
formulating the Q5 runoff projections have likely been shown to be incorrect by recent research.
Furthermore, as shown in an analysis by Daniel Cayan et. al. for the California Climate Change
Assessment, most of the models which predicted increasing precipitation with increasing
greenhouse gas levels were low sensitivity models. The graph on the next page, from that
analysis, shows the differences in projected precipitation change over California, between the
B1 (low GHG emissions) and A2 (High GHG emissions) scenarios, for 25 models. Of the low
sensitivity models, 55% project increases in precipitation with increasing GHG levels.8 These
low sensitivity models are looking increasingly unlikely.
Recent research shows that the fundamental assumption that wetter and drier futures were
equally likely should have been re-examined.
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The problem with the Q5 Central Tendency projection was exacerbated further by the pruning
that was done on the ensemble of Global Climate Models prior to computing the Central
Tendency. The pruning throws out the 25% driest models, which projected the greatest
decrease in precipitation, and the 75% warmest models, which projected the greatest increase
in evapotranspiration.
The graph on the next page, from the BDCP Draft EIR Appendix 5A-2, shows the extent of the
model pruning for runoff in the Feather River Basin, and how the pruning eliminates models
which predict drying greater than about 5%. Unfortunately, the models which predict drying
greater than 5% in the current period were likely the same models which predicted the recent
severe droughts in the Southwest and California. (Q1-Q4 will be explained on the next page.)

The Q1-Q4 projections were used in prior modelling for BDCP. As I indicated in previous
comments, these projections should have been used in the RDEIR/SDEIS to estimate the worst
case decrease in runoff and the absolute risk to water supply.
In prior BDCP modelling, the set of 112 GCM/GHG scenario projections were broken four
different quartiles, based on the mean projected change in temperature and mean projected
change in precipitation for the ensemble.


Drier, less warming [Q1, orange]



Drier, more warming [Q2, red]



Wetter, more warming [Q3, green ]



Wetter, less warming [Q4, dark blue]

Each quartile was used to produce an ensemble model, after pruning off the 10% driest and
10% wettest models. These models projected potentially much greater changes in runoff. The
graph below shows the estimated changes in runoff for the four quartiles for different reservoirs

on the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, going from Trinity in the north to Millerton and
Kings in the San Joquin Valley.9

The Q1-Q4 estimates from the prior BDCP modelling showed significant reductions in runoff,
even by 2025, worse in the San Joaquin Valley and the Trinity basin. The warmest, driest
quartile (Q2) has the greatest reduction in both precipitation and evapotranspiration, and thus
the greatest reduction in runoff. The Q1 and Q2 models showed reductions in average runoff
to the major reservoirs on the Sacramento River – Shasta, Oroville and Folsom, of over 10% by
2025, and almost 20% to Trinity. As recent experience has shown, because of senior water
rights on the Sacramento and Feather Rivers, even a 10%-20% reduction in flow in the
Sacramento watershed can result in much greater reductions in exports, with a huge impact on
water supply.
The RDEIR / SDEIS asserts that the proposed conveyance project increases water supply
reliability, but without doing any analysis of the potential for a major and absolute decrease in
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water yield over current conditions. This information is essential for water agencies in planning
and in evaluation of the proposed project. It could and should have been provided using
model runs with inputs from Q2.
The No Action Alternative
The RDEIR/SDEIS attempts to show that the proposed conveyance project improves water
supply reliability by comparing the project with a “No Action Alternative,” which is worse in water
supply variability and reservoir drawdown.
However, previous modelling, funded by PIER, shows that these conclusions may be largely
dependent on operating rules for the system, coded into the CALSIM II models used in the
RDEIR/SDEIS and the BDCP Draft EIR/EIS.
In 2009, Aris Georgakakos built a model of the current reservoir and conveyance system. He
showed that adaptive management of the system, using stochastic forecasts of runoff, could
greatly improve water reliability, both in reducing shortages and meeting environmental
targets.10 Some of the graphs from the presentation are shown below.

7 Performance of current system in historical and future time period, Georgakakos
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The fundamental shift in Georgakakos proposed operations is using forecasts to take
less risk with reservoirs in meeting export targets. This results in much less variability in
deliveries.
The RDEIR/SDEIS shows significant reductions in End of September reservoir storage
in the planned future operations of the project, from 340 to 540 thousand acre feet in
Shasta, and from 340 to 580 thousand acre feet in Oroville. This produces a drawdown
in End of September storage in the system of over a million acre feet. There were
multiple protest letters submitted from Northern California Water agencies about the
highly inaccurate assumptions about reservoir operations in both the proposed
operations of the conveyance and the “No Action Alternative.” These objections should
have been addressed in the RDEIR/SDEIS.

